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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN
Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of The Tiger.
This month has brought a number of anniversaries for us to commemorate, including the
centenary of the scuttling of the German High Fleet at Scapa Flow on 21st June and the signing
of the Treaty of Versailles in the Hall of Mirrors at the Palace of Versailles seven days later. The
commemoratuions of the 75th Anniversary of the D Day Landings in 1944, particularly those at
Bayeux War Cemetery, brought to mind the story of the sacrifice made by one particular family,
which hopefully will be of interest.
All three sons of Joseph Pillman, a corn merchant from Mark Lane in London, would serve their
country during the Great War. The most prominent of the trio was Charles “Cherry” Pillman, a
dashing Rugby wing-forward whose performances for Blackheath saw him acknowledged as one
of the greatest players of the age. Charles, who worked for the family business, was a regular in
the England side by 1913, making 18 appearances before breaking his leg in the penultimate fixture
of the 1914 season. Replacing him in the final game of that season was his brother Robert, also
of Blackheath, a Solicitor whose talent for Golf saw him win the Gold Medal of the London
Solicitor’s Society that same year.

Captain Robert Pillman

With War declared, all three brothers joined the colours; Joseph Junior
served as a Lieutenant in the Army Service Corps, Charles as a 2 nd
Lieutenant in 4th Dragoon Guards and Robert as a Captain in 10th
Battalion, Royal West Kent Regiment. Volunteering as Brigade
Bombing Officer, Robert took part in a raid on the night of 9th July
1916 against German positions south of Ploegsteert Wood and close
to the hamlet of Le Touquet, near the Belgian - Franco border. Cut
down by German fire, he was helped back to the British lines by an
Australian Tunneling Officer, Oliver Woodward, who would later
detonate the 1917 mines at Hill 60 and The Caterpillar. Robert,
however, succumbed to his wounds and rests today at Calvaire (Essex)
Military Cemetery.

Both Joseph Junior and Charles would survive the War, the latter
awarded the Military Cross in April 1918. That same year, Charles
married Agnes Hastings, the daughter of a mill owner from whom the
Pillmans imported flour and, post-war, he returned to his work at the
family business and also to Blackheath, captaining the side in the 191920 season. His International career, however, was over although his
place in the history of the sport was secure.
Charles and Agnes were blessed with three sons, two of whom,
Charles Junior and Robert (named after his late uncle), would serve
their country in the Second World War, both as Officers in 4th/7th
Dragoon Guards, which formed part of the Royal Armoured Corps.
Charles “Cherry” Pillman
Blackheath & England
Tragedy would strike the family once again when Robert (known as
“Bobby”) was killed on 16th April 1944 whilst playing golf by accidentally stepping on a landmine.
Aged only 19, he is remembered on Panel 3 of the Bournemouth Crematorium Memorial.
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On the morning of 6th June – D Day – the 4th/7th Dragoon Guards landed on Gold Beach as part
of the British 50th Division. According to the Divisional War Diary, the beach was under only slight
mortar fire. When the advancing troops reached the village of Fresnay Le
Crotteur (nine miles due west of Bayeux) however, stiffer opposition was
met with four tanks being hit. The Diary then comments that the men were
also hindered by the naval shelling. It was, therefore, at this stage of the
battle that Lieutenant Charles Pillman dismounted from his tank, to be
killed by a shell fired from H.M.S. Orion. Originally buried where he fell,
his grave was later moved to Bayeux War Cemetery, where he lies to this
day. He was 23 years of age. The loss of two sons within two months was
a devastating blow from which Charles and Agnes would never recover and
the loss of their third son, George Victor, at the age of 28 in 1953 merely
compounded their agony.
Lt. Charles Pillman
As I watched the coverage of the commemorations from Bayeux, my thoughts returned to the
Pillman family and the visit Valerie & I had made to Bayeux some years previously. After viewing
the Bayeux tapestry, our group was “offered five minutes” at the War Cemetery by our guide. This
was swiftly re-negotiated to ten minutes in exchange for a talk en-route by yours truly to the
Cemetery on the history of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission! I concluded my words
by announcing I had come to visit a specific grave with a story attached to it and that any of the
party wishing to join me would be most welcome. The entire coach rose in unison and Lieutenant
Charles Pillman and his family were remembered in proper fashion.
Upon further reflection, two points remain firmly in the mind. One is the large number of families,
like the Pillmans, who endured loss and suffering not once but twice within two generations in the
fight for freedom. What were their thoughts, one wonders, on the failiure of the series of Treaties,
beginning with that signed at Versailles 100 years ago this very month, as they watched their sons
and daughters depart for war as they themselves had done only 25 years earlier? The second is
more relevant to the present day: if people can be approached in the right way at the right time on
a subject in which they may not yet have a specific interest, they can be engaged and will therefore
respond in the right manner. It is here that the W.F.A. can play a vital role and ensure that families
like the Pillmans are remembered rather than forgotten . . .
D.S.H.

Bayeux War Cemetery & Memorial, Normandy
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PARISH NOTICES

FORTHCOMING BRANCH MEETINGS
The Elms Social & Service Club, Bushloe End,
WIGSTON, Leicestershire, LE18 2BA
7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. (Approx.)
24th June 2019
Guest Speaker: Dave Dunham
The Great War German Air Raids
on Britain
Advances in aviation technology saw Germany launch a
series of strategic bombing raids against Great Britain from
December 1914, thus bringing the war to the “home
front”. Making a welcome return to our branch, Dave
Dunham tells the story of these raids.

29th July 2019
Guest Speaker: Ross Beadle
Sir William Robertson:
Architect of Victory?
Having enjoyed a unique rise through the ranks of the
British Army, by 1918 William “Wully” Robertson served
as Chief of the Imperial General Staff between 1916 and
1918. A close ally of Sir Douglas Haig, was it actually
Robertson who laid the foundations for eventual victory?

26th August 2019
Guest Speaker: Adam Lowe
The Ruler
Councillor Adam Lowe from Oakham makes a welcome
return to address us with a fascinating account of his
research into a long-forgotten Great War story.
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OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY . . .

SATURDAY
22ND JUNE
2019

ARMED FORCES DAY PARADE

March off at 11.40 from the top of High St,
Leicester, led by the Seaforth Highlanders Pipe
Band towards the Clock Tower where the Lord
Lieutenant, supported by the Lord Mayor and
Chairman of the County Council, will take the
salute.
AT RISK
WAR MEMORIALS
OPEN DAY

SATURDAY
6TH JULY
2019

The Chancel,
Rear of All Saints Church,
Highcross Street, Leicester
11.00A.M. – 4.00P.M.
Visit www.atriskwarmemorials.co.uk
for further details

THANK YOU . . .
To those of you who have donated unwanted
Back Issues of either “Stand To!” or “The
Bulletin” to the Branch. These are always
useful in promoting the Branch at the various
local History Fairs which we attend throughout
the year.
Please keep them coming . . .

Valerie & David
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WAS AN AUSTRALIAN SOLDIER EXECUTED BY
THE BRITISH ARMY IN THE GREAT WAR?
PART II
by Lynn Roffee
Copy from: “General Routine Orders No. 903 Lt General Sir J J Asser 7 6 1919
6940 Court Martial – No 253617 Gunner F Wills “X” Trench Mortar Battery, 50t Division
R.F.A. was tried by Field General Court Martial on the following charges:
1. “When on Active Service committing the offence of murder”
2. “When on Active Service committing the offence of attempted murder”
3. “When on Active Service deserting His Majesty’s Service”
The accused absented himself from his unit in November 1918. He was stopped by Police in
Paris on 12th March 1919; under pretext of fetching his pass from a room he entered a hotel
with a Military Policeman whom he there shot in the chest and abdomen with a revolver; the
policeman died three days later. The accused left the hotel and fired three shots at another
Military Policeman who followed him, wounding him in the arm.
The accused was found guilty and sentenced to suffer death by being shot. The sentence of the
Court was confirmed and duly carried out at 04.14 hours on 27th May, 1919.”
Frank’s sentence was carried out by a firing squad at Le Havre in northern France. He was buried
at Ste. Marie Cemetery, Le Havre, France, in Div.64, Plot VI, Grave F.5.. He was only 20 years old.
In the A.I.F. file there is a letter from Mrs Mellor, dated 14th Sept 1920, again seeking information
as to the whereabouts of Samuel and shows that she is not getting consistency in what she is being
told by the military. She writes “the query is why have they so many different statements, how
could he be back in his unit in July 1918, and yet no record since May 1918…the suspense is
sometimes unbearable. If my darling was alive and well, he would have found some way to let
me know – forgive me for taking up your valuable time, but this means a lot to me”.
On the 19th May 1919 Major Burford Sampson, Officer in Charge, A.I.F Troops, in Paris received
a telephone call informing him that Frank had expressed a wish to speak with an Australian Officer.
The next day Sampson visited Frank at the detention centre at Grand Roué where he made the
admission that he was Pte. 1709 Richard Mellor. He gave a detailed and accurate account; that he
had enlisted in the A.I.F. at the age of 16, and after running away the final time had been scooped
up in the British enlistment in 1918. He had been too scared to admit to his true identity and had
given the name Frank Oswald Wills. His final request was that Sampson should contact his mother,
Mrs E Mellor, 147 Wigram Road, Forest Lodge, Sydney.
Sampson compiled a report which was immediately sent to the A.I.F. Headquarters in Charleroi,
and then to Headquarters in London on 23rd May requesting an urgent reply and what action
should be taken. It appears that the although there is an evidenced series of telegrams the report
got mislaid. A second copy of the record was forwarded on 7th June and a response received on
the 12th June stating that it had been decided that no further action was to be taken. By this time
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Frank had already been executed.
Sampson had kept a personal
diary, later published privately by
his son and mentions his prison
conversation with Frank in his
diary.
Following Frank’s execution, it
seems an A.I.F. file was set up for
Sampson’s Report, dated 20 May 1919
him which contains a few memos trying to locate Mrs Wills at an address in “Wigram Road” to
update her on her son's fate. She couldn’t be located. It seems that the matter had been referred
to the press but that no response had been received.
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Copy of document in Richard Rowley Mellor’s “Secret” file reads”:
“The Department of Defence
Minute Paper Mellor’s Military file dated 19th May 1933,
Subject: No. 1709 Pte. Richard Mellor, Aust. Corps Cyclists Btn. A.I.F.
SECRET
D of O & P S
1. Submitting herewith for confidential information Report of O.C. A.I.F. Troops, Paris, dated
20.5.1919, also Extract of G.R.O. No. 403 (para 6940) issued by G.O.C. British Troops in
France and Flanders, Adjutant Generals Branch, dated General headquarters, 7th. June, 1919,
disclosing (1) that the above named soldier confessed his desertion from the A.I.F., and
subsequent assumption of a false name on joining the British Force, and (2) that he was found
guilty of murder and sentenced to suffer death by being shot, which sentence was duly
confirmed and carried out on 27th. May, 1919.
2. In response to previous enquiries received in this connection correspondents have been
informed that according to the records this soldier was discharged from the A.I.F. in
consequence of illegal absence, and that no further advice has been forthcoming with regard
to his subsequent movements. It is understood this practice was followed on instructions
received from Army Headquarters.
I(?) Robinson
Officer I / c Base records
19 May 1933.”
It remains unknown why the A.I.F. file of Samuel Rowley Mellor was classified as “Secret” and
why the decision was made never to tell Mrs Mellor what had happened to her son. Was the A.I.F.
was fed up with Samuel constantly deserting? Did they feel that as he was serving in the British
Army let them deal with him? Could that be the reason the file was marked “Secret”? Could it be
that neither the A.I.F. nor the British Army wanted it to be known that an Australian had been
executed by the British Army?
Mrs Mellor wrote, what is believed to be her last letter, on 3rd March 1939, “ he gave his age as
22 but my darling was only 17 years, I am now nearing the closing of life. I would feel very
grateful to you for a reply”. She was then 80 years old, and had been writing and searching for
the truth for over 20 years about what had happened to her son. It was in this letter that Mrs
Mellor told the authorities that Richard was actually Samuel. It is not known when or how Mrs
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Mellor found out about this herself. It is impossible to know what torment Mrs Mellor must have
suffered for all those years of trying to find out what happened to Samuel. She appeared to have
been treated very badly by the Australian Army.
There still remain many unanswered questions namely:
•

If Frank and Bainbridge wrote to the authorities to give themselves up, why wasn’t it acted
upon? The letter is on Frank’s file and confirms it was received

•

Why wasn’t Samuel returned to Australia after being declared permanently unfit for active
service in August 1916?

•

Why didn’t Samuel tell the British Army he had a perforated ear drum – How did he
manage the noise when serving as a Gunner given that ear defenders, as we now know,
weren’t in use at that time?

•

Why didn’t Samuel identify himself and give his real identity earlier? Why did he leave it so
late to speak with an Australian Officer?

•

Why was Mrs Mellor treated so indifferently by the A.I.F. and not told officially about the
circumstances of her son’s death? Were they worried about the negative press they would
get for failing to send her son home, particularly as Australians had made a rigid stand
against the British Army executing Australians

•

Was Samuel in an asylum in Leicester? There appears to be no further explanation or
evidence to support this, or who had told Mrs Mellor about the asylum and its location.

Despite using various sources of information it’s impossible to say for certain if Samuel and Frank
are one and the same person. In the Queensland BMD there is a record of a Richard Rowley
Mellor marrying in the early 1920s and this is Samuels’s brother. Intriguingly, on the CWGC record
for Frank, the Headstone 2 Report B shows the following name and address: - “Mrs E Wills,
Forest Lodge, Wigram Road, Sydney, Australia”. Although the house number was missing this
is the same address that Samuel gave when he enlisted.
The research does seem to suggest that
Samuel Rowley Mellor assumed a number
of aliases including Richard Rowley Mellor
and Frank Oswald Wills whilst serving in
the A.I.F. and the British Army and thus
were all names of the same person.
However, unless new evidence is found or
DNA is undertaken with living ancestors,
we shall never know for certain if Samuel
Rowley Mellor and Frank Oswald Wills are
indeed the same person.

Ste. Marie Cemetery, Le Havre
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FROM THE UTTERMOST ENDS OF THE EARTH . . .
by David Humberston
Photographs by Anne Hardy
Those readers familiar with the series of New Zealand commemorative obelisks on the Western
Front will doubtless recognise the title of this article as the inscription that adorns those memorials
and reminds the reader that the Great War was truly a worldwide conflict. The phrase is equally
applicable to the subject of this article, which concerns the contribution of those living in the
Falkland Islands, a Crown colony of the United Kingdom since 1840, and a destination for two
of our members, Anne & Richard Hardy, during their recent South American cruise.
During a visit to Port Stanley (established as the Islands capital in 1845 and named after Lord
Stanley, 14th Earl of Derby, the grandfather of Lord Derby of “Pals Battalion” fame) Anne and
Richard visited and photographed all the sites of Great War interest. Stanley Cathedral contains
some interesting plaques, including one remembering eight men of the Falkland Island Volunteer
Force, all drowned on 1st December 1914 when their boat capsized as they left defensive works at
Engineer Point, on the northern side of Stanley harbour, to return for dinner at Stanley Wireless
Station.

ABOVE: Stanley Cathedral, Exterior & Interior
BELOW RIGHT: Memorial to the eight men of the Falkland Island Volunteer Force
The eight men were all buried in Stanley
Cemetery where, just a week later, they were
joined by fatalities from the naval Battle of the
Falklands, fought between ships of the British
and German Imperial Navies on 8th December
1914. Ten men from H.M.S. Kent and another
from H.M.S. Glasgow, who were either killed in
battle or died subsequently from their wounds,
were laid to rest in the Cemetery near Memorial
Crosses erected by the Officers and men of
H.M.S. Kent to honour their fallen.
Four further military burials occurred later in the War, one in April 1916 being that of the Chief
Cook of H.M.S. Kent, Frank Westbrook Lovett, who died whilst the ship was moored at Port
William in April 1916. Ironically, he was also born on an island – the Isle of Wight!
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ABOVE: Stanley Cemetery: The War Graves plots and the Cross of Sacrifice
BELOW LEFT: The grave of Private H. Gaylard, one of the eight men drowned on
1st December 1914
There is one further Memorial to consider: that commemorating
the Naval victory of 8th December 1914, in which nine British
vessels sank four German Cruisers. Over 1,800 Germans were
killed, whilst the British losses were minimal. Situated close to
Government House, this obelisk is positioned to allow the figure
of Victory to face east, looking out to sea towards the site of the
battle. She holds a palm branch in one hand and an orb in the
other.
Unveiled on 26th February 1927, this is believed to be the world’s
most southerly memorial to the Great War. 8th December is a
public holiday, “Battle Day”, on the Islands and a service is held
at the memorial.

The Memorial to the 1914 Battle of the Falklands.
The figure of Victory holds a palm branch aloft
Our thanks go to Anne & Richard for sharing their photographs with us.
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PIRACY AND PLUNDER WITH CIVILTY AND HONOUR;
IN THE MAIN
by Roy-Anthony Birch
The fact of Leicester and her surrounding shire being almost as far from the English coastline as
its possible to be was clearly no impediment to scores if not hundreds of her sons joining “The
Senior Service”; often long before the coming of the 1914-18 War. Perhaps even more so than
with the land-based forces, service in The Royal Navy took officers and ratings alike into the
farthest recesses of Empire and frequently beyond; to Russia and China, for example, in the
furtherance of diplomatic relations in peacetime, or to maintain naval supremacy in time of
war. The warding-off of threats to international trade was, of course, of supervening importance
to Britain’s survival during two World Wars, while the maintenance of blockades, primarily against
Germany, and consolidation of the convoy system to counter the heightened “submarine menace”
made ever increasing demands on the Service as the so-called “Great War” progressed. Traditional
notions of “gentlemanly conduct” among seafarers faded to the point of extinction in some
quarters. “Total War” came to be prosecuted as much on the high seas as elsewhere. Yet the
chivalry of a fast disappearing age survived into the early months of the War, with the exploits of
S.M.S. Emden touching the lives of several Leicester-born mariners.
References to “the Emden” in letters home may have meant little to many, at least in the autumn
of 1914. Yet one doubts that the significance of a line in a letter from an Old Boy of Leicester’s
Bridge Road School would have been lost to its recipient. Writing to the Headmaster, Mr Baddeley,
in January 1915, former pupil Tom Griffin, now serving aboard the fledgling Australian Navy’s
battle cruiser Sydney, said: “I have a few pieces of shell I picked off The Emden and I will see
that you have a curio and our ship’s photo’ when I return”. Here was something which lay at the
heart of one of the 1914-18 War’s most outlandish stories: fascinating newspaper readers around
the world and acquiring the status of a legend in its own lifetime, which it retains to this day.
The light cruiser Emden was commissioned by Kaiser
Wilhelm II at Christmas 1905, with the official order
being placed with a Danzig (latter-day Gdansk) shipyard
on 6th April 1906. Her keel was laid on 1st November 1906
but it was not until her launch on 26th May 1908 that she
was named after Germany’s most north-westerly city;
being so named in keeping with the custom of the people
of Germany’s principal towns and cities adopting both
vessel and crew in all but name; fostering feelings of
S.M.S.Emden
mutual support, as it were, from ship to shore. With her
sea trials successfully completed, Emden’s maiden voyage in April 1910 was to Argentina to join
the festivities marking the Centenary of the modern state. She was never to return to German
“home waters”. On leaving the Argentine she continued what was to culminate in an epic voyage
of some 4,500 miles along the Chilean coast and across The Pacific until she joined the German
Cruiser Squadron in its home port of Tsingtao, on the Chinese mainland, in September 1910.
Just as in Britain, in 1913-14, where the Government was more alarmed over turmoil in Ireland
than by the prospect of a European war, so the nations of the Triple Entente, Britain herself, with
France and Russia, were preoccupied more with revolutionary tumult in China than with other
impending crises, either real or imagined. This was indeed a time when relations between The
Entente and her future enemies were ostensibly, at least, on a friendly footing, so that men of the
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various navies mixed freely with one-another during “shows of strength” exercises or “flying the
flag” visits to foreign ports. It is likely to have been one such event, quite possibly at Tsingtao,
which enlivened an interview with Leading Signalman Gilbert Wallis, another Bridge Roader,
published in The Leicester Daily Post on June 1st 1916 on the occasion of his being awarded the
D.S.M. Wallis joined the Royal Navy in 1901 and had been in The Dardanelles prior to serving
on The Tigris, where General Townshend had recommended him for the prestigious award. Of
his time on “The Eastern Station” shortly before the War, Wallis recalled that “the ship he was in
was laying not a hundred yards from the Emden, with the crew of which the British sailors
were particular chums. They used to go aboard each other’s ships and have concerts etc., and
some of the German sailors were really good pianists”. With the Emden apparently having
disappeared by August 1914, Wallis’ ship “lent a hand at the reduction of Tsing-Tao” in October, before
escorting troop ships to Suez.
But the Emden had not disappeared; neither were her whereabouts entirely
unknown. Yet this was the essence of a protracted “search and destroy”
operation in the Indian Ocean which continued until November 1914. The
coal-fired steam piston-driven vessel had slipped her moorings at Tsingtao
on Friday July 31st; her skipper entertaining the possibility of laying mines
off French Indo-China in the near cast-iron certainty of a declaration of
war. In the event, with Germany declaring war on Russia on August 1st,
Karl von Muller’s more immediate attention turned to merchantmen (rather
than warships) of Imperial Russia and those of the now equally hostile
France, thanks to the latter’s obligations under The Entente. Emden was
now ready for action: all superfluous material and personal effects had been
Karl von Muller
discarded; guns and ammunition were primed, and each man stayed and
slept at or as near as possible to his station. Ever a man who knew his own mind, von Muller was
intent on undermining the economies of hostile nations, even while marauding alone. Official
approval of his strategy was yet to come. But in seizing the Russian freighter Ryazan (sometimes
described as “a mail-steamer” and spelt Rjasan) en route from Nagasaki to Vladivostok on August
4th, he had sewn the seeds of frustration and more than a grudging respect amongst his adversaries,
and of unalloyed admiration around the globe.
Von Muller’s prime motivation was the defence of Tsingtao, albeit from a distance. His reasoning
was that in causing untold disruption to his enemy’s commercial traffic, including the mail, and by
significantly depleting her mercantile marine, Allied warships would be drawn away from
Germany’s only and indispensable Eastern haven, so leaving it open for refueling and repairs
etc. The question of refueling or of its near impossibility were Tsingtao to be lost was one which
von Muller had addressed in detail as part of his overall strategy. What proved a viable solution
for the entire three months following his final departure from Tsingtao on August 6th, was to
establish a chain of strategically placed “open sea” coaling stations, to avoid all necessity of
“putting-in” to port. Refueling at sea was hazardous enough in peacetime and infinitely more
precarious with vessels harnessed together and at a standstill with the enemy on the prowl. Even
so, von Muller’s scheme was eminently successful, with thousands of tons of coal being garnered
from intercepted vessels, and irrespective of auxiliary colliers, captured or otherwise, sometimes
failing to rendezvous.
Having returned briefly to Tsingtao to deliver the Ryazan for conversion to an armoured cruiser,
Muller set out to join the Cruiser Squadron at Pagan Island in the Pacific, with the mighty
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau etc. now under the command of Admiral Maximilian Graf von
Spee. Discussions ensued as to how the Squadron should best be deployed, with Muller able to
convince the famous Admiral of the merits of his plan for Emden to act independently of the
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others: in short, as a lone raider. Fuelling again was key to Graf Spee’s agreement. With available
coaling stations few and far between, Muller’s proposal for making his own arrangements had
considerable appeal. He was duly sanctioned to proceed alone, with the Admiral issuing this order
on 13th August: “Accompanied by the steamship Markomannia (his designated collier), you are
to be detached for deployment in the Indian Ocean; there to wage a vigorous cruiser war to
the best of your ability”. Muller now had license to plunder, if not to kill. And his policy of
scrupulously avoiding fatalities when seizing merchant ships was a defining factor throughout his
maritime ventures.
By 5th September, Emden had crossed The Equator and left the islands of Java and Sumatra well
astern. Though the next few days were unrewarding, the first three “prizes” were secured in as
many days, with the first, on the 9th, being the Greek registered steamer Pontoporos. Boarding
her might also have proved futile owning to Greece’s neutrality. But on closer inspection, Emden’s
Lieutenant Lauterbach discovered no fewer than 6,600 tons of Bengal coal ordered by the British
Government and thereby classed as contraband under marine warfare rules. Muller’s response was
to charter the vessel as an auxiliary collier under the German flag, keeping her close by to replenish
Markomannia’s steadily reducing stock. On September 10th, Emden’s crew relieved the British
merchantmen Indus of 150 cases of much needed soap, some 250,000 cigarettes and beer, wines,
and spirits galore. Then, with her sea cocks opened, half-a-dozen shells consigned her to the deep,
as elation yielded to melancholy among most onlookers. Emden’s victim on the 11th, the Lovat,
suffered the same fate.
Emden’s sixth “catch” carried the second most valuable cargo the German cruiser would ever
destroy. 10,000 tons of tea, destined for UK markets, were literally blasted out of the ship and
hurled into the sea as explosive charges accounted for the freighter Diplomat on 13th
September. Built in 1912 and looking every bit as new as when she was launched, passengers and
crew from the handsome 7,615 tonner could only watch from Emden’s rails as the Diplomat
plunged to the seabed. Swifter still was the demise of the vessel carrying the most valuable cargo,
on September 14th. The Scottish-based freighter Clan Matheson carried a staggering array of
goods and equipment from Britain bound for Calcutta: locomotives, no less; steam engines and
sundry heavy machinery; automobiles and bicycles, and typewriters etc. (“Imperials” from
Leicester, perhaps?); typifying, no doubt, the appalling amount of material wasted or lost to both
sides in this way during the conflict.
As satisfying for his ship’s company as these successes surely were, Muller’s sights were set on landbased prey within the week. His attack on the storage tanks of the Burma Oil Company at Madras
on September 22nd was, in all senses, a spectacular coup de guerre with major propaganda
value. This last had been Muller’s principal aim; not so much to destroy the installation and
absolutely not to inflict civilian casualties, but to show that the jewel in Britannia’s crown was
anything but invulnerable. With his fastidious attention to detail and knowing of the chances of
coming under fire, Muller’s preparations included an order that every crewmember should wash
and change into fresh linen to avoid infection from cloth and dye if wounded. The skipper could
hardly believe his eyes on closing for action. India’s east coast port was lit up, as if in welcome,
with the authorities apparently taking no heed of the likelihood of attack. Although only two of
the six tanks were set ablaze (another three were penetrated but did not ignite), the resulting inferno
proved an irresistible attraction for Madras’ teeming population. Emden had fired 130 shells and
received just nine, all from the batteries at St. George’s fort, in return. Only three fell within
range. None hit. Thus had Muller accomplished a reversal in the annuls of naval supremacy; by
the singeing of Georgius Imperator’s beard!
TO BE CONTINUED
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CONTACT US

Leicestershire & Rutland
YOUR BRANCH
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
David Humberston
Chairman & Speakers List

We thank once again those readers who
contacted us following the production of
previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments
are valued and welcomed and we are always
open to suggestions as to what you, our
readers, would like to see included/excluded.

Paul Warry
All articles reproduced in this newsletter are
Vice Chairman, Treasurer & Website accepted in good faith and every effort is
Valerie Jacques
Secretary & Newsletter Editor
Angela Hall
Events
Roy Birch
Promotion & War Memorials

always made to ensure accuracy of the
information given. It should be noted however
that the opinions expressed by the
contributors are not necessarily those of the
Editor, her associates or the Western Front
Association. The Editor reserves the right to
amend, condense or edit any article submitted
although the full version will be available, via
e-mail, upon request.

YOUR COUNTY TOWN
REPRESENTATIVES:

Anyone wishing to submit material is
more than welcome to contact us by
e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk

Greg Drozdz - Hinckley
David & Karen Ette - Loughborough
Derek Simmonds - Melton Mowbray

The deadline date to ensure inclusion
in your next edition of The Tiger is:

Branch Website Address:
www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com

Friday 19th July 2019
“We very much value your
continued support”

Branch Twitter Address:
@WFALeicester

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE
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